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BitTorrent is a peer-to-peer distribution protocol commonly used to share files online 
Digital Repositories, centralised or hosted by individuals, store & manage content online
 

Private Trackers limit access to torrented content, by membership or contribution ratios
 

Out 1 - VHS Rip

Private digital repositories,  
often operating on a ratio- 
controlled, invite-only basis, 
represent a relatively new model 
of cultural content access,  while 
at the same time demonstrating 
the evolving dynamics of  
online communities. Such  
libraries make available “gray 
area” texts, otherwise difficult 
to find; in digitising and circu-
lating these works, individuals 
engage with issues of legality, 
copyright, medium specificity, 
preservation, and access. 
As Hito Steyerl writes1, this  
material is “uploaded, download-
ed, shared, reformatted, and  
reedited. It transforms qual-
ity into accessibility, exhibition 
value into cult value, films into 
clips, contemplation into dis-
traction. The image is liberated 
from the vaults of cinemas and 
archives and thrust into digital 
uncertainty, at the expense of its 
own substance”. Our research  
attempts to better understand 
the practices, behaviours and 
wider context in which private  
repositories and their users  
operate, using an invite-only film  
community as our case study.

83% of respondents indicated that films 
from PTs directly influenced their film  
purchases. Some distributors & retailers have 
argued that film downloads have negatively 
impacted sales; studies are inconclusive, 
some citing decreases in revenue for film and  
music sales, others noting that frequent 
downloaders are also among the largest  
purchasers of media. Overall, the effect 
of PTs on commercial DVD sales appears 
inconclusive, particularly in terms of niche, 
classic, and arthouse cinemas.

“Access great; preservation, none. Down-
loading a user end copy is not preserva-
tion ... The crass ignoring of certain laws 
gives us the opportunity to find a lot of 
things in one place ... But at the same 
time people buy less official copies, so this 
site also damages sales and restoration 
of old or rare movies. Sometimes I won-
der: Shouldn’t we just buy warner archive 
dvds to support their effort instead of 
sabotaging it by distributing it like this?”  
 

“in the beginning [the site] def had a 
preservationist aspect....even now, id say. 
digitizing films that are ONLY available 
on VHS (often using techniques to clean 
up the video and audio in the process) is  
essentially an act of preservation...and  
access! I do recall times where video was 
taken from one source; and audio from 
another to provide the best possible qual-
ity rips...this is also an act of preservation.”

Crowdsourcing Subtitles for Tih Minh 
“About a month and a half 
ago, a complete version of  
Feuillade’s Tih Minh started making the 
rounds. It was only subtitled in French 
and Dutch ... So, with a friendly online  
French->English and Dutch->English  
translator in hand, I spent the last week 
and a half gradually going through the film,  
meticulously typing in the contents of 
each intertitle card... and crafting English  
subtitle files out of all of this.”

Access vs. Quality: is it better to see a film 
in a less than optimal form or to wait for a le-
gitimate release that may or may not happen? 
 

Private Trackers have the potential to  
facilitate access by making hard-to-find 
content available and provide some pres-
ervation capacity by providing a form of  
storage for content. The uploading of a poor 
quality rip of Tih Minh and the creation of 
crowdsourced subtitles may not allow a 
user to see the film as it was originally in-
tended, but nor would a high definition DCP 
of the film replicate the “authentic” expe-
rience. Many films remain unavailable in  
archives and will not see commercial release. 

“with the Internet a baker in Portugal 
or a farmer in the Philippines can watch 
a movie previously only available to a  
select few living in New York City.”

“My personal experience: its an unparalleled 
resource. I’m lucky enough to have a couple of 
paid curatorial gigs; it informs my program-
ming decisions as much as anything else I rely 
on. I’ve discovered material, sought out the film-
makers & then hired films from them. So in that  
respect its promoting a return to the filmmaker.”  
 

“I think also that the best niche private track-
ers...perform the role of what used to be the 
repertory cinema circuit...Outside of a few 
metropolitan centres ... that only exists in the 
form of state-subsidised edifices and isolated 
microcinemas”

“I feel this provides a chance to rescue 
such films from obscurity or even obliv-
ion, and sometimes an online audience 
may lead to commercial release for films 
that otherwise would never be discovered.”
 

“Very positively! I’m excited to have privi-
leged access to rare material, and I feel  
rather less guilty about ‘robbing’ filmmakers of  
deserved royalties, as I still do with commercially  
available material”

1 Excerpted from Steyerl’s 
In Defense of the Poor Image
2 Comparison images 
of Out 1 courtesy of D. 
Zurowski 
 

For more information on 
this research, or to discuss 
this topic in further detail, 
please contact the authors 
using the address above.

We surveyed a 
small number of 
members of a Film 
repository about 
their behaviour:

Have you downloaded 
material commercially 
available in your  
country?

Have titles you have 
downloaded directly 
influenced purchases 
you have subsequently 
made?

Have you subsequently 
distributed or made 
available material you 
have found?

How do you perceive the 
site’s value as a tool for  
access and preservation?

How do you feel about  
downloading unavailable or 
difficult to obtain content? 

What role do private trackers play?

Private Trackers: Commercial Impact

YES

YES

YESNO

Rivette’s Out 1; 
VHS & DVD2


